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Math At Hand: Handbook (Softcover) Grades 5-6 2004
Synopsis

- A reference guide to empower students to become more responsible for their own learning, reviewing, relearning, and researching- Explanations and examples to complement any textbook and teach difficult topics- Cross curricular resources packed with conversion tables, time zones, map reading, and more
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Customer Reviews

I picked these books up as a math supplement for our children who are very much ahead of the public schools in math and reading. When I say, "books," it includes Math At Hand, Math On Call, Algebra To Go, and Geometry To Go. This series of books have exceptionally high reviews and I was able to get them very inexpensively as used books through . This particular book in the series has the lowest level for subject matter of the entire set. However, this book includes Pre-Algebra, Geometry and Statistics. The next book in the series is Math On Call which includes Algebra and many repeated topics from the Math On Hand book. What I will say is that these books are not good for teaching the child any subject matter proficiently. They are meant to be a resources to simply aid in the initial understanding of a particular math topic. There are no practice exercises for the children to allow them to become proficient in the topic. You need to find other resources that provide a lot of
practice exercises to really cement the subject matter in their minds. Other resources to consider might be the Kumon series of math books available at each grade level 1st - 6th. Here are links to Kumon’s 4th grade Math subject books for a sampler: Grade 4 Division (Kumon Math Workbooks), Grade 4 Multiplication (Kumon Math Workbooks), and
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